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About This Content

Jezioro Bestii or ‘Lake of the Beast’ is an 18-acre lake in the mountains of Poland. This scenic forest lake is a specialist predator
venue and has become famous for its monstrous residents including pike to over 50lbs, zander to over 20lbs and catfish to 85lbs.
Strong equipment and patience is needed if you hook one of these monsters, but the catch of a lifetime is a real possibility – just

mind those teeth when holding the fish!

That’s not all that this venue has to offer: there are also a number of coarse fish to go for including carp to over 40lbs, bream,
tench, roach, rudd and perch. With 13 different species to catch and 25 trophy fish to track down and successfully land, all your

skill and versatility will be needed to become a master of this venue!
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One of the best games I've ever played. A simple yet engaging dynasty simulator, aka Royal Breeding Programme Simulator..
I've been waiting to write this review, because I kept thinking that maybe I just didn't get It Lurks Below. I read so many
reviews raving about this game being a beautiful mix of Terraria and Diablo, and after 9 hours of grinding...I still don't see it.
Sure it may look like Terraria with lots of loot like Diablo, but it lacks the charm and enjoyment that either game has.

There are so many baffling development decisions, like a single song on loop (as of today that was fixed, but why wait so long to
bring in new music?); an overabundance of useless weapons making you meticulously go back to the surface and sift through 15
weapons with slightly varying numbers; 5 item slots making building anything more of a chore than anything; or my least
favorite decision: an inventory menu that takes up the entire screen, yet a crafting and bank menu that requires you to go
through multiple lists to find what you need.

UI problems aside, the combat is too hectic to actually have any strategy involved, 70% of the time it will just be you stat
checking mobs to the face, the other 30% of the time will be you harassing them from range where they cant hit you. Most
every fight comes down to if you have previously found armor and weapons that will allow you to survive.

Honestly, overall I just felt like I kept playing waiting for the game to start, I feel like I never experienced what people are
raving about in reviews. Heck, what I played didn't even seem half as cool as what I saw in trailers. But I feel like after 9 hours,
if I still haven't experienced any joy in a game waiting for end game content, the pacing is just not well done. There's a place for
this game, if you're really into old style games you'll probably be into this, but I think it takes the type of person that still plays
retro games like Diablo 2 to appreciate what this game offers, because anyone casual player who plays modern games will be
more frustrated at It Lurks Below than enjoying the time spent in it.

. Good game, very engrossing if you enjoy the old style police management games.. This game was a very pleasant surprise, it
combines prefectly the mechanics from color matching game like Zuma with a bullet hell game.
From a technical standpoint the game has very polished graphics and from a gameplay standpoint the game remains interesting
as you progress by introducing new elements such as new enemies, new rules, boss battles and also there is a neat upgrade
system.
You should download the demo and give it a go.. I could tell this is as good as Arcania. Pretty nice game. But I can not
recommend this because it is too short. Stand-alone expansion for about 5 hours of gameplay. This should be included into
Arcania or exist as DLC.
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This game will let you import your character form Arcania with full inventory and stats. Very good solution.

Purchase of this game make sense only as a part of pack or on a sale.
. i beat my kids with a stick
love the game awaiting trial with charges from 1st degree murder
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This game is not fun.. I've rarely seen such a simple game that makes that lot of fun. In the beginning it may be frustrating
because the play ball has a mind of its own. But with the time you learn how to control it and arrange its path. The more you
gain control the more fun it makes. The game is perfect for killing some time while waiting for whatever (or just to draw off the
attention from whatever you were supposed to do *g*). Compliment to the developer!. Nicely done game with a well written
story. May me wish episode 1 didn't stop where it when it got more interesting. Plus has very good options on showing where
enemies more or leave them invisible. Appreciate the arrows showing where to go letting exploring be a lot more easier knowing
which way to go you can leave to last instead of running right where you need to go. I do like that. If anything can't wait for
episode 2 to show up on Steam. Solid platformer - just when you start feeling like a mechanic or technique is getting stale, the
game either introduces you to a new ability, or ramps up the difficulty. So far, I'm definitely enjoying it.

Also, though an indie game, the polish is remarkable - both the music and the visuals are very good.. theres a last southern
pacific cab forward no.4294 in sacramento. This is as far as Farcry should go away from its roots, and gets reallllly close to
being an overall bad game because of how distant it feels.

Some of the things that get this game close to the "Bad game" edge.

-Tiered anything: Who the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 thought this was a good idea? If i can think of one series who would
never, and should never have an rpg-lite system tied to its enemies and world zones, its this series.

-The "Theme": What is it? Post apoctolyptic? Punk? Modern man vs Wild? It can't make up its mind. its a bizzare twist of this
time line where we have perfectly working guns, and choose to somehow find ways to launch a saw? Why? Why do i need half
of these ugly attachments like a screwdriver bayonet, when i have throwing knives? It makes no sense even to itself.

-The "Perks": No longer a question of "if" but "when". It eliminates the point of unlocking anything, just either give it to me
upfront so i don't have to waste my time, or make my decision matter.

-The "Villains": They're bland FC sociopaths. I get it. You like the trope because Vass did it really really well. You, ubisoft,
have somehow managed to wear out a cliche that you created. They are cardboard, and have very weak plot armor that almost
asks you as a player to be dumb and not ask questions about the last 17 years of in game history, because (SPOILER)(JK) There
is none. It's all thrown together in pieces of stories scattered throughout the world.

-The "Story": Because of the above point, the formula of the villain being the "lynchpin" of the story for all of the bad guys you
shoot and where you are in the world that is allowing you to get away with warcrimes, if the villain is bad; So is the whole story.
There is nothing here i care about. Im a random dude\/dudette, who is cap. of security for this band of freedom fighters that 
does...what? Restore order? Do we ask for anything? Do we have government rules? How big are we? What about the bandits,
have we known about them? Did we try to fight them? There are way too many questions here for the game to ask me to care
about anything other than what gun im shooting.

-The "Gameplay": The introduction of this tiered\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665is what will ruin the rest of the
franchise and the one, still in tact piece we all come for, the combat and the gameplay. I have ignored all
other\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665for this piece of FC, Because its so \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing dialed in.
Creeping around and using my take down i unlocked to clear a fortress, using a silenced pistol to assassinate my way to the
objective; Laying waste to an area with c4 on a car and a machine gun. Tier lists ruin this. You can not have an open world game
and tiers, it is fundamentally counter-intuitive to each other and is only around for one single purpose.

-The \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing microtransactions: This will end the farcry series if it continues into FC 6. It has created a
FLAW IN ITS OWN GAMEPLAY AS A VIDEO GAME TO ALLOW THESE TO EXIST. I want you to really understand
that for a minute, you can get just BETTER guns for paying money, you can't edit guns in this edition. that's right! Some guns
are now just plain better than others. Was it true in the other games in the series? Sure. But it was really a matter of your opinion
in some places. Here? It is not a question. And its \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing FC, i could get by till end game with a S.pistol
and a bow, but here? I have to wait until tier 3 to get anything close to good. It's obnoxious and toxic.

The "Aesthetic": Edgy mall ninja outfits with neon colors and weapons that look like they need their own "Warning! Sharp
Object" sign. It's awful. And there is literally no choice, all of the "high" tier outfits are monkey suits, or this mall
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ninja\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Who wanted that? Who wanted this game aesthetic at all?

TL;DR: Game is very close to trash because ubisoft is no longer concerned about the things that make farcry a fun game to play;
Has circumvented mechanics that make the game worth playing, and are more concerned with churning them out and finding a
cool place to slip in micro transactions. Also all of the stuff on the market is garish and edgy
as\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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